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Competitive business environment, stringent legislative mandates, data protection needs and
massive creation of business data continue to trigger the backup storage demands.   The
organizations also have to make sure that their backup storage system offers the capability to grow
flexibly and cost efficiently to keep pace with the increasing needs.

DAT (digital audio tape) storage technology empowers the IT managers to simplify their backup
operations and improve the data management through automated systems, faster data access and
backward compatibility.  DAT-72 tape technology is the best solution that can reliably handle the
ever increasing security requirements of data intensive IT environments.  DAT is a leading tape
storage standard in small and medium business industry.

DAT 72 is the 5th generation of DDS/DAT format.   For small to mid-sized business enterprises,
Quantum DAT-72 tape technology is a smart backup solution.  Quantum DAT-72 tape drive is
robustly engineered to assure high speed backups at an astonishing data rate of 25.2 GB/hr. 

These high speed drives are extensively tested to confirm their exceptional compatibility with the
previous generation DDS tapes for both read-write capabilities.   This powerful backward
compatibility makes upgrades easier with instant access to previous backup data.  Quantum DAT72
drives provide rock solid investment protection and incredible backup performance through their
read-write backward compatibility with DDS 3 and DDS 4 generations.  This is really an awesome
and cost saving feature that provides IT managers the luxury to work simultaneously with three tape
versions. 

Quantum DAT-72 drives feature â€œQuick-start Backup Execâ€• software that enhances the efficiency of
data manageability.  DAT 72 drives compress the information with superior integrity at 2:1. 
Quantum has increased the track density of its DAT-72 backup tapes to accommodate 72 GB
compressed information with unmatched storage reliability.  DAT-72 tapes features 80% higher
storage capacity than DDS-4 data tapes.

Quantumâ€™s high performance DAT-72 tape devices offer the best acquisition cost in their class. 
These tape devices are designed to deliver superior balance of recording performance and
capacity.   DDS tape products have a major market share in SMB industry.  Quantum DAT-72 drives
perform excellently at 7 Mbps compressed speed.  The drive utilizes the Quantumâ€™s CDMCL
cleaning cartridge.

Quantum DAT-72 drives are available in different models and offer numerous configurations to
broaden the customersâ€™ choice.  The internal drive configurations include USB, SATA and SCSI
while the table-top configurations are USB/eSATA and SCSI.   Therefore with these powerful and
user-friendly configurations, the data administrators can cost efficiently connect with the industry
leading servers via USB ports and internal SATA connections.

Best brands of DAT-72 tape are:

Quantum DAT 72 tape

CDM72

TDK DAT-72 tape
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27746

IBM DAT-72 tape

18P7912

Fuji DAT-72 tape

26046172

Sony DAT-72 tape

DGDAT72WW

Maxell DAT-72 tape

200200

HP DAT72 tape

C8010A

Imation DAT-72 tape

17204

â€œTape shieldâ€• is an innovative technology that extends the media and driveâ€™s working life by reducing
the debris and air-borne pollutants, thus ensuring smooth and perfect contact between tape and
head.

Quantum DAT-72 devices are the most reliable and economical in their class thus providing the IT
managers complete peace of mind.  You can confidently count on the unprecedented recording
performance and low operational costs offered by Quantum DAT72 technology.
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